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AUTHOR'S NOTE

' gLI ^^^- '" ^""^"^^^^ ^''--^d that the Life of MrGladstone, when it came to be written, would have to be undertaken by a hm.ted hability company. No one can study the history

upon the attempt aH ' LrLrac^St'thTT [""[ ''V ^°- ^"'^^
in the value to us all of British inZuttlT^ .

'* P'""' ^^ ^ P^^^^"'^'^ belief

development; and the imp" tanc"^^^^^^^

^^e .nterest attaching to British political

springs of British Parliament action duTn? t^e '"fs't "T " ' ^"^^^'"^ ^^^^ ^^^
second place, I have felt that anv effort h
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and influence through analvzin.th??' .
' ^" """'"P* *° ^^'''"^te his character

contemporaries as well as himself
'^^'"^P^"^^"^^ -^ Public utterances of his leading
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usually expected to give. Wi ateVe our ;nf. ^
•mpart.ahty which distance in time is
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for his noble personal chaLte^ TorCh ist"n '1^""°^.^
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wonderful courage, his remarkable and sus a 1?. 1 ^'^^
\'f""" sympathy for his

his desire to do justice to the oppressed h1 'a J-''"'"'
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Exchequer, his varied contributLsT Statute his TT"? "' '''^^"'=^"°'- °^ ^^e
belief and teachings, his eloquence, to wbhTe:;^ no c- '''."^ "''"""'
oratory of Pitt, must appeal stronell to anv 11 I u c?,

*=°'"P^"s°". ""less it be the

After all. the twrstreal of thon^r Z
''"^/°"°^^d modern British history,

are reconcilabi; with thetosrabsolutetnceX S^ '" ^"^'^^ P'^"''"
amongst the leaders of the two great pa ties Vhln"'; '"'^ T" statesmanship,

preserve present institutions and r^yCedent and t^o
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and change, and restless effort. Both are good in thei r.^^""!
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Constitution of the realm, and the combfnation of K .
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enhance the remarkable nature of Mr Sadston."' ^^° '^^
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difficult, though not unpleasant Lsftot? of rarfromt'hafV'"" ^^ -"^^-^'^
ago, when it first

® ^"^""^ that time, eighty-six years

"Flamed in the forehead of the morning sky,"
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